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TradeRoute™

Installation Checklist
Prior to having your order placed with Rice Lake Weighing Systems for a TradeRoute Onboard Scale System, 
please have your installer or installing engineer review the following checklist  to confirm the scale modules are 
suitable for the truck and frame involved, and hydraulic system and operator issues are answered.

Use RLWS Dimensional Drawings on our Catalog Page and website link to confirm all module and electronics 
dimensional positioning:

http://www.ricelake.com/products/onboard-weighing/traderoute-hl-series-/view/resources/dock/drawings 

1. Scale Capacity Selected
Reconfirm the correct scale capacity selected. 

The capacity of the scale model must always be greater than or equal to the sum of (A) the empty weight of the 
body plus (B) the maximum payload hauled by the vehicle. A + B ≤ Capacity.

2. Chassis Rail Width
The TradeRoute module is built for standard truck chassis widths of between 33.5 to 35 inches (85 to 89 cm), 
outside-to-outside. Is your vehicle chassis in a different width range?

Note Spacer plates can be used to fill small gaps in chassis widths.

Figure 1. Chassis Rail Width
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http://www.ricelake.com/products/onboard-weighing/traderoute-hl-series-/view/resources/dock/drawings


3. Front Scale Module Mounting 
Check for any obstructions that need to be considered. Typical issues are the position of: 

• Fuel Tank
• Overflow Tank
• Lift Axles 
• Battery or Tool Box

Weigh module in front of steering lift axle Positioning by fuel tank with minimum 2" clearing

Figure 2. Front Scale Mounting

4. Rear Scale Module Mounting
Check for any obstructions that need to be considered. Typical issues are: 

• Position of Lift Axles
• Conflict of desired scale position and Spring Hangers or Leaf Springs. 
• Closeness to end of body (e.g. rear loader scoop).

Figure 3. Rear Scale Mounting
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Note

1. When considering module positioning, refer to RLWS Installation Manual (PN 132555). See Section 2.2, 
Scale Positioning, to establish the locations of scale modules based on body Center of Gravity (Figures 2-1 
and 2-2)

2. When deciding on best module positioning, ensure that the moving part of the scale structure will have a 
minimum of 2” (5 cm) free clearance in all directions.

3. When considering all issues, determine if a single module or a single/tandem module might be best suited 
for the rear mount position, instead of a double module. If a single or single tandem is considered, make 
sure there is clearance between chassis rails (width and depth). Measure for clearance with rear 
differential, cross members, torque arms, etc.

Figure 4. Single Tandem Rear Mount located between Tandem Drive Axles
(Ref. Chalmers Suspension shown)

4. If the body is to be moved closer to or further from the cab, ensure that such re-positioning complies with 
all legal vehicle length and axle weight and balance regulations and requirements.

5. The lowered scale adds 2.375 inches of height (6 cm) to the vehicle. Ensure that this height increase 
complies with all legal vehicle height regulations and requirements.

6. Are there any rigid piping attachments between body and chassis-mounted components?

7. Consider service access to components when deciding on scale mounting locations.

8. Decide which specific method is to be used to attach the body to the scale modules.

Steel bracket to aluminum subframe Tipping body rear hinge and subframe

Figure 5. Attachment of Truck to body of Scale
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9. Hydraulics
Verify that there are available onboard hydraulics that can meet the scale system performance specifications:

• Maximum pressure of 3000 psi and 5 GPM flow rate (although a lower flow rate will only result in a 
slower lifting and lowering speed of the scale). 

If no onboard hydraulics exist, the installer must provide for this. 

10.Indicator/Printer Mounting
Determine in advance how and where the digital indicator and printer, whether the in cab or outdoor version, will 
be mounted, and where the hydraulic lifting and lowering controls will also be mounted for the convenience of the 
operator.

In Cab Indicator Outdoor Enclosure

Figure 6. Indicator/Printer Location

11. Test Weights for Calibration
Establish how the scale will receive test weights for calibration. Discuss this with the end user and scale dealer, if 
necessary.

Platform Loading Hanging Test Weights

Figure 7. Test Weight Loading
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